Student Advisory Board for Security  
Friday, August 23, 2019

- **Welcome**  
  *Connor Scott*
  After introductions, Vice President Scott welcomed the team. He spoke briefly about continuing meetings with the group and the VP search.

- **Introduce Alanna Shanahan**  
  *Connor Scott & Alanna Shanahan*
  Vice Provost Shanahan introduced herself to the group and expressed her excitement to work with this group.

- **Vice President Search Update**  
  *Ian Matthew-Clayton*
  Mr Matthew-Clayton spoke about his role in the VP search and how important the VP for Security role for the enterprise, as well as the JHPD.

  _The search committee is the same as previous search, as well as having been expanded to consist of students, BFSA members._

  Mr Matthew-Clayton encouraged feedback:
  - What key characteristics and essentials skills must the candidate have to be successful in this role?
  - What experience should the candidate bring to this position?
  - Once a candidate is selected, how should the candidate be introduced to the Community?
    - **Student Feedback:**
      - **Knowledge and Vision**
        - Community engagement
        - Disabilities
        - Institutional Continuity
        - Comprehensive understanding of training
        - Want someone who understands Campus Policing
        - Position beyond Baltimore (wider scope)
          - Take into consideration we have several different aspects (university, hospital) to the institution and the VP needs to be aware of more than just what one side needs
        - Opinions from security work force matter
        - Communication with Hopkins Community

- **Legislative Update**  
  *Sally Guy*
  Ms Guy summarized the legislation, updated on community programs, discussed JHPD Athletic League, Transparency requirements, Accountability Board (5 seats reserved for community, 2 appointed by Mayor & City Council, etc.), Training & Standards;

  Ms Guy noted MOU hasn’t been started yet
  When MOU is posted the JH community will be notified for comments
    - Accountability Board is first step
    - New VP
    - MOU

- **Security Training Update**  
  *Bill White*
  Deferred to next meeting on account of time.